Commercial Applications

Commercial Applications
Steamericas’ true commercial-grade steamers allow you to clean almost anything, almost anywhere.
Our dry vapor steamers offer the most ecologically friendly method of cleaning today. Using a
fraction of water, steam cleaning avoids obstacles that arise with traditional cleaning methods
that cause excessive waste water and contaminated water which require proper disposal.
Steam also has close to 100% efficacy of sanitizing and removing micro-organisms when
applied correctly. Unlike harmful, expensive chemicals and dangerous high pressure
washers, steam cleaning is extremely easy, safe and cost effective.

Advantages of STEAM:
• Save money on water and chemicals
• No waste-water run-off or overspray
• Contained cleaning/ No operational downtime
• Clean water/pressure sensitive areas
• Clean hard to reach areas
• Chemical free sanitation
• Remove stains, odors, grease, bacteria, mold,
yeast and fungi
• Quick dry-time

The Optima Steamer produces steam at up to 230ºF with 116psi in minutes,
allowing for quick efficient cleaning and sanitation of most surfaces!

Commercial Applications
Tile and Grout Cleaning
Tiles and grout can create harmful health effects if not cleaned properly due to the likely
accumulation of harmful microbes, dirt, grease, stains and mold over time. This could result
in foul odors and deteriorating indoor air quality. With 116psi of pressure and high heat,
steam gently penetrates the pours releasing the dirt, grease and mold without damaging the
original grout job. High heat and nonabrasive pressure behind the vapor remove odors and
stains while restoring the surface. Bring your floors back to new for only a fraction of the cost
by using steam.

Building Cleaning and Maintenance
Steam jet cleans ceilings, walls, roofs, awnings and windows while generating no waste-water
or over-spray. Steam’s heat melts and removes greases, oils and dirt leaving surfaces clean and
dry. A wide variety of accessories are available to tackle any job with steam, allowing you to
save money by eliminating chemical usage.

Hospitality
Our steam machines respond to the various needs of hotels, restaurants, property management, contractors and cleaning service companies across the world. Steam provides a solution to many recurring problems such as graffiti removal, bed bug elimination, gum removal,
stain removal, wall and ceiling cleaning, bathroom cleaning, commercial equipment restoration and much more.
Steam cleans upholstery and carpets efficiently with a minimal dry time. Steam cleans and
removes E-coli, salmonella and listeria on food prep surfaces and equipment without using
harmful chemicals or damaging electronic components of appliances.

Gum Removal
The traditional method of gum removal is a task that is extremely laborious, difficult and also
very inefficient, usually leaving the surface wet and damaged. With the variety of attachments available for the Optima Steamer, remove gum quickly without wasting excess water
and chemicals.

Kill Bed Bugs
Continuous hot steam kills pathogenic bacteria as well as bed bugs and their eggs. The low
moisture content of the steam produces no mess and eliminates the need for chemicals;
therefore there are no fumes, no residue and no chemical costs.

Graffiti Removal
Remove graffiti using a fraction of water than traditional methods. Steam heat and pressure
break up the markings allowing for easy removal and an overall quicker cleaning process
without damaging the original material.

Weed Removal
Kill weeds, without using any herbicide, in days. Steam is superior to open flames for transferring heat into weeds, principally due to the large latent heat of condensation of water which
contains a large amount of energy, and therefore more efficient at transferring heat into
weeds.
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